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On Amazon Intentional Living 

an infant build 700 synaptic connections a second 

neglect reduces this development, toxic stress kills synapses 

moms work on calming skills with children, dads work on exciting  

making neurological patterns in the brain that will use later 

teaing break in trust 

not confirming child’s reality 

if not acknowledge feelings and then move on then the child does not get help with regulation 

culture defines not only who we are but how we are, implicit rules that guide social behavior, 

values that you live, taught implicitly through relationship, relationships experienced always 

through culture 

every parent-child dyad a culture of one 

first language is sensory 

who we are effects how treat other people 

co-regulating other makes it tolerable  

how stay regulated as daily caregivers change? 

Disregulated intern states interfere in attachment and communication, and do over our lifespan 

Somato-sensory = bottom up strategies 

Prefrontal cortex = to down strategies 

Midbrain – relationships and felt associations 

Need to meet with supervisee/parent at neurological level in that moment and then move up  

Cortex 



Midbrain 

Brain stem 

Talk about each person’s story, mid-brain – talk about felt experience 

Seeing adults be afraid makes children afraid 

Do you see what I see? 

 I see you,  your experience is true and right for you 

 I want to understand you,    providing a shared meaning making for that experience 

 I will try and match you emotionally,   feeling felt-emotional resonance-affective 

                 mirroring 

 I will stay with you in discomfort as long as you are upset 

 How you tell the tale, stories of repair, hope, coherence, inner strength, resilience 

Medication will calm behavior but not mature brain 

“Kids are always collecting data” (Josh) 

Causal Rubric 

 Child development agenda: 

  Need neurological organization 

   Function of behavior and changes 

    Regulation 

    Connection 

    Safety 

Protective factors 

 Support competence – soc/emot, cognitive, physical 

 Parent’s internal resilience, support parenting skills 

 Environment – schools, peer supports 



   Safety, access to   , community connections, resources  


